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Explanatory Notes for the Machinery of Government (Water
Resources) Amendment Bill 2003 

This Bill amends Acts related to water resources management in Western Australia.  This Bill is
the second part of a two-part, legislative approach to implement the Machinery of Government
Taskforce’s recommendation to amalgamate environmental protection and water resources
management administration. 

This Bill will create no new regulatory powers. It repeals the Water and Rivers Commission Act
1995 and the powers and responsibilities from this Act will be transferred to the Minister and
the CEO of the Department of Environment.   The Department of Environment will also
administer the Environmental Protection Act.  

Substantial amendments will be made to the:
• Country Areas Water Supply Act 1947
• Metropolitan Water Authority Act 1982
• Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Act 1909
• Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914
• Water Agencies (Powers) Act 1984
• Waterways Conservation Act 1976
• Swan River Trust Act 1988

Consequential amendments will be made to another 12 Acts.

The Minister will determine strategic matters, including the approval of plans and by-laws,
ensuring that matters of State importance can be decided according to Government requirements.
The CEO will be given operational powers, including the issue of licences and permits, and
monitoring and enforcement duties. The Minister will retain the power to direct the CEO.

Under the Minister’s general direction, the CEO of the Department of Environment will have the
prime decision making role concerning operational matters relating to water resources
management.   

It should be noted that the State Administrative Tribunal (Conferral of Jurisdiction) Amendment
and Repeal Bill 2003 proposes to amend many of the Bills amended by this Bill.
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Part 1 – Preliminary

c.1 Short title of the Act

c.2 This clause outlines the commencement of this legislation, and aligns it with the
commencement of the Water Resources Management (Administration) Bill 2003.
It also allows for other provisions of this Act to come into operation by
proclamation, to coordinate the change amendments proposed in other Bills. 

c.3 This provision allows for the consequential amendments to statutory rules needs
regulations and by-laws to be prepared as omnibus regulations.

Part 2 – Amendment of the Country Areas Water Supply Act 1947 

c.4 Specifies the Act being amended.

c.5 Section 5 amended
A consequential amendment.  The definition of the Commission is deleted as it
will no longer exist.  The Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995 is being
repealed.  The CEO will be the Director General of the Department of
Environment.

In their lifetime the Water and Rivers Commission and other agencies that have
administered parts of this Act have carried out functions and completed a number
of works that will continue into the future.  The results of these functions and
works need to be acknowledged, hence the definition of the ‘former Authorities’
will include the Water and Rivers Commission. 

There is no need to define officers of Departments.

c.6 Section 12 amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister (instead of the Commission),
exercising powers of a local government authority under the Health Act 1911, will
have power to prevent pollution of water within a catchment area or water
reserve.  

c.7 Section 12BA amended 
A consequential amendment.  Applications to clear land shall be made to the
CEO. 
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c.8 Section 12BD amended
A consequential amendment.  The CEO will ensure compliance with a restoration
order of any land that has been illegally cleared in catchments controlled by this
Act.  Officers of the Department will have authority to enter land to carry out
compliance audits.  The CEO will also have the power to recover any expenses
incurred in ensuring that a restoration order is being complied with. 

Throughout the Acts some references to the Commission are replaced with
references to the Crown.  Generally, references to the Commission owning
things or having rights have been amended to refer to the Crown owning the
thing or having the right. As the Minister and the CEO are functionaries of
the Crown they do not, in that capacity, own things or have rights other than
on behalf of the Crown. "Crown" rather than "State" has been used for
consistency with existing references in the amended Acts.

c.9 Section 12BE amended 
A consequential amendment.  Operational functions will be discharged by the
CEO. The CEO (instead of the Minister) will apply for injunctions. The right of
the Crown (instead of Minister or Commission) is not limited by this section. 

c.10 Section 12C amended
A consequential amendment.  The CEO (instead of the Minister) will administer
all clearing licences. The CEO will be responsible for the day to day operation of
the Department, under the direction of the Minister.  This change is consistent
with amendments to other Acts.

c.11 Section 12E amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister is substituted for the Commission
because the compensation provisions contemplate dealings in land, a function of
the Minister. 

c.12 Section 12EB amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister takes responsibility for dealing in land
(selling, exchanging, covenanting) from the Commission.  Land will be held by
the Water Resources Ministerial Body to be established by the Water Resources
Management (Administration) Bill 2003.   

‘Former authority’ encompasses the former Commission that will be disbanded
by this Bill.

c.13 Section 12ED amended
A consequential amendment.  The CEO, an officer of Department or other
authorised person may enter land.  The Minister is not given that power as it is not
needed.  This is consistent with the approach taken generally for other
amendments.
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c.14 Section 12EE amended
A consequential amendment.  These references to the Minister will be redundant.
While the Commission exists as a separate legal entity, it is appropriate to have a
capacity in the Minister to, independently, authorise officers to enter land etc.
Once the Commission ceases, the functions once performed by it will be
performed by the CEO and officers authorised by the CEO (under the Minister’s
control) and so the Minister will not need a separate authorisation power. 

c.15 Section 45 amended
A consequential amendment.  The civil remedy is the Crown's, rather than the
Minister's or the CEO's.

c.16 Section 111 amended
A consequential amendment.  Crown (instead of Commission) will maintain the
ability to pursue action (civil proceedings) against a person who has been
convicted of an offence against this Act. As the remedy is the Crown's, rather than
the Minister's or the CEO's, the Crown is referred to.

c.17 Section 112 amended
A consequential amendment.  The CEO will be responsible for the day to day
operations of the Department.  Any body or an authorised person who obstructs
the CEO, an officer of the Department of Environment from carrying out their
duties, under this Act, will be committing an offence. 

Penalties have not been changed.

c.18 Section 113 amended
A consequential amendment.  This change reflects the transfer of ownership of
waterworks infrastructure to the Crown from the Commission. 

c.19 Section 114 amended
A consequential amendment.  Officers of the ‘Department’ (instead of the
Commission) may apprehend an offender under this Act.

c.20 Section 115 amended
A consequential amendment.  Instead of the Commission, the Minister and
officers of the Department may initiate legal proceedings for an offence against
certain provisions of this Act.

c.21 Section 116 replaced
A consequential amendment.  Officers of the Department (instead of
Commission) may be authorised to represent the CEO or Crown in any
proceedings
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c.22 Section 121 amended
A consequential amendment.  Distinguishes between CEO of the Department of
Environment and the chief executive officer of the Corporation. 

c.23 Various references to the Commission changed to CEO
A consequential amendment.  This is a table of straight forward transfer of
Commission functions to the CEO.  At the Minister’s direction, the CEO will be
responsible for the day to day operations of the Department administering this
Act.  These functions will include the issue of licences and permits, and
monitoring and enforcement duties.

Part 3 – Amendment of the Metropolitan Water Authority Act 1982

c.24 The Act amended 
Makes clear that the amendments will be made to the Metropolitan Water
Authority Act 1982.

c.25 Section 4 amended 
A consequential amendment.  The Commission will no longer exist.  Water and
Rivers Commission Act 1988 will be repealed.  A new Department of
Environment will be formed with a CEO as its head.   

In its life time the Water and Rivers Commission carried out functions and
completed a number of works that will continue into the future.  The results of
these functions and works need to be acknowledged. Hence, definition of the
‘former Commission’ is included.

c.26 Section 5 amended
A consequential amendment.  Acknowledges that the Water and Rivers
Commission has been disbanded.

c.27 Section 19 amended
A consequential amendment.  Maintains an exemption from liability for persons
who perform functions of the former Water and Rivers Commission. This is
consistent with the immunity from liability provisions in the Water Resources
Management (Administration) Bill 2003.

c.28 Section 98 amended
A consequential amendment.  Arterial drainage scheme planning will be the
responsibility of the CEO (instead of the Commission) in the Metropolitan Area.  

c.29 Section 99 amended
A consequential amendment.  Subject to the approval of the Minister, the CEO
(instead of the Commission) will be responsible for overall administration of
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arterial drainage. The Minister or CEO (instead of the Commission) will not be
given the control of drainage system management or care this is the function of
the Water Corporation and local government. 

c.30 Section 106 amended
A consequential amendment.  The CEO (instead of the Commission) will
administer the declaration of drainage courses. As a result of the declaration of a
drainage course, compensation may not be sought from the Crown (instead of the
Commission).

No change to compensation provision.

c.31 Section 107 amended
A consequential amendment.  The CEO (instead of the Commission) will inform
planning authorities of the existence of drainage courses.

Part 4 – Amendment of the Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage and
Drainage Act 1909

c.32 The Act amended
Clarifies that the following amendments relate to the Metropolitan Water Supply,
Sewerage and Drainage Act 1909.

c.33 Section 5 amended
A consequential amendment.  The Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995 will be
repealed.  The Commission will no longer exist.  A new Department of
Environment will be formed with a Chief Executive Officer (‘CEO’) as its head.  

c.34 Section 13 amended
A consequential amendment.  Governor may vest water reserves and or catchment
areas in the Minister instead of the Commission.  The Minister (instead of the
Commission) may take any alienated land within the boundaries of a water
reserve or catchment area, subject to provisions of Part 9 of the Land
Administration Act 1997 relating to compulsory acquisitions.  This land may be
held by the Water Resources Ministerial Body.

c.35 Section 15 amended
A consequential amendment.  Minister may take land via Part 9 of the Land
Administration Act.

c.36 Section 16 amended
A consequential amendment.  The task of authorising activity affecting water
resources in water reserves and catchment areas is allocated to the CEO as it is
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considered an operational function of the Act. Anybody who does not obtain
authorisation will be committing an offence against this Act.

c.37 Section 17 amended 
A consequential amendment.  The Minister (instead of the Commission) will have
all the powers of the Local Government in relation to preventing pollution of
water within a water reserve or catchment area.  

c.38 Section 35 repealed 
A consequential amendment.  This section is redundant as the provisions for
control of artesian bores are covered adequately under the Rights in Water and
Irrigation Act 1914.

c.39 Section 57A amended
A consequential amendment.  This task is a policy function, therefore, it is
transferred to the Minister.  The Minister (instead of the Commission) will advise
the Governor on the proclamation of new and or the extension or reduction of
Underground Water Pollution Control Areas for the protection of drinking water
resources.

c.40 Section 57B amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational function transferred to the CEO. The
CEO (instead of the Commission) will serve notice of a breach of by-laws in
relation to protection of Underground Water Pollution Control Areas.  

c.41 Section 57C amended
A consequential amendment.  This task is considered a policy function therefore,
it is transferred to the Minister.   The Minister (instead of the Commission) will
have the power to grant dispensation from observance of any by-law.
Dispensation may be subject to conditions set by the Minister (in place of the
Commission).

c.42 Section 57D amended
A consequential amendment.  Further to the amended s.57C (above), any person
may appeal against the Minister’s (instead of the Commission’s) refusal to grant
dispensation and or conditions placed on any dispensation.

c.43 Section 57E amended
A consequential amendment.  This task is considered a policy function therefore,
it is transferred to the Minister. The Minister (instead of the Commission) will
recommend areas to be proclaimed for public water supply to the Governor.  The
Minister (instead of the Commission) will also be required to lay any proposal
before each house of parliament and obtain their approval before this
recommendation is made. 
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c.44 Section 57G amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational function transferred to the CEO.
Applications for licences to construct wells within public water supply areas
should be made to the CEO (in place of the Commission) who will issue the
licences.  

c.45 Section 57H amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational function transferred to the CEO.  The
CEO (instead of the Commission) will enforce compliance of licence conditions.

c.46 Section 57I amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational function transferred to the CEO.  The
CEO (instead of the Commission) will enforce compliance of licence conditions.

c.47 Section 146 amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational function transferred to the CEO.  The
CEO (instead of the Commission) will keep a register of licences issued for the
construction of wells in public water supply areas.  

c.48 Section 153 amended
A consequential amendment.  As the civil remedy is the Crown's, rather than the
Minister's or the CEO's, the Crown is referred to.

c.49 Section 156 amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational matters transferred to the CEO.
Persons who obstruct the CEO (instead of the Commission) or officers from
carrying out duties under this Act and the Metropolitan Water Authority Act 1982
commit an offence.

c.50 Section 157 amended
A consequential amendment.  Works constructed under this Act will be the
property of the Crown (instead of the Commission).

c.51 Section 158 amended
A consequential amendment.  Officers of the Department (instead of the
Commission) have the power to arrest anybody found committing an offence
against this Act and the Metropolitan Water Authority Act 1982, who refuses to
give a name and address.

c.52 Section 159 amended
A consequential amendment.  Substitutes reference to the Commission with the
CEO, who will have the power to initiate proceedings for offences against this
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Act and the Metropolitan Water Authority Act 1982.  Also acknowledges the
Department instead of the Commission.

c.53 Section 160 amended
A consequential amendment.  Provides that penalties formerly paid to the
Commission will go to the Consolidated Revenue Fund (see also clause 178(2)
for associated changes to the Sentencing Act 1995).

c.54 Section 161 replaced
A consequential amendment.  Clarifies that officers may represent the CEO and
Department (instead of the Commission) at any Local Court proceedings
instigated under this Act or the Metropolitan Water Authority Act 1982. 

Part 5 – Amendment of the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914

c.55 The Act amended
Makes clear that the changes in this Act will be made to the Rights in Water and
Irrigation Act 1914.

c.56 Section 2 amended
A consequential amendment.  Definition of the Commission is deleted as it will
no longer exist.  The Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995 is being repealed by
this Bill. 

The Water Resources Management (Administration) Bill, amongst other things,
establishes the Water Resources Council. The Water Resources Council will
advise the Minister and CEO on matters of policy, planning, allocation of
resources, water allocation charges and related matters.

The Council will consist of ministerially appointed members with expertise in
water resources management, nature conservation, economic development,
community development and natural resources law. Regional involvement in
water resources management and decision making will be maintained through the
continuance of the established local Water Resources Management Committees
formed under the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914.

c.57 Section 4 amended
A consequential amendment.  This task is considered a high level policy function
therefore, it is transferred to the Minister.  The Minister will ensure that the
objects of this Act are achieved and will be advised in this regard by the Water
Resources Council.
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c.58   Section 5 amended
A consequential amendment.  This task is considered a policy function therefore,
it is transferred to the Minister. The Minister (instead of the Commission) may
allow for a spring to be prescribed so that it falls within the scope of the Act.

c.59 Section 5A amended
A consequential amendment, and a minor change to clarify the effect of section
5A. “Appropriate” has two meanings and ‘allocate’ provides a more accurate
description of the intent of this section.

c.60 Section 16 amended
A consequential amendment.  Reference to the Commission is removed as the
Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995 is being repealed by this Bill, its interests
are now covered by the Crown.

c.61 Section 26B amended
A consequential amendment.  Amends a drafting error in the Act by ensuring that
there is a link to any local by-laws made under section 26L that might exempt a
person from applying for a licence.  

c.62 Section 26E amended
A consequential amendment.  This task is considered a policy function therefore,
it is transferred to the Minister. The Minister (instead of the Commission) will
have the power to exempt persons (through the Government Gazette) from the
requirement to provide information on non-artesian wells.

c.63 Section 26GE amended
A change in law to clarify the scope of s.26GE(3).  This amendment corrects a
drafting error in the Act that cancels all notices restricting water use when a water
shortage has ended.  The change means that only those notices that were made
because of the water shortage will end with the end of the water shortage.

c.64 Section 26GH amended
A change to law to ensure that a person may appeal against the decision on a
claim for compensation under clause 39 of Schedule 1, in spite of the heading of
the section being misleading.

c.65 Section 26GL amended
A consequential amendment.  The Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995 is
being repealed by this Bill. Officers of the Department (instead of the
Commission or board members) may be appointed to Water Resources
Management Committees.
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c.66 Section 26GS amended
A consequential amendment.  Should a committee member do something in good
faith that results in a tort, action will not lie against the member personally, but
the State will not be relieved of any vicarious liabilities. 

c.67 Section 26GX and 26GY amended
A consequential amendment.  These sections outline the purpose of both sub-
regional and local area management plans.  These plans will guide the CEO
(instead of the Commission) in the management of water resources.

c.68 Section 26GZE amended
A consequential amendment and a change in law to allow the CEO (instead of
Commission) to submit draft regional, sub-regional and local area management
plans, submissions and responses to these submissions to the Minister and the
Water Resources Council.  After assessment, the Water Resources Council may
submit a report with their own opinion and recommendations to the Minister.   

The task of approving plans is a policy function that should remain with the
Minister. In approving the plans the Minister may consider the opinions of both
the Water Resources Council and the CEO.

 

c.69 Section 26GZG amended.
A consequential amendment and a change in law to ensure (in line with clause 67)
that after seven years, the CEO must decide if regional, sub-regional and local
area management plans require amendment.  The CEO is to advise the Water
Resources Council of his decisions.

c.70 Section 26GZI amended
A consequential amendment, and clarification of this clause to set out the times
and locations that the register of instruments (licences exemptions and directions)
can be inspected by the public.

c.71 Section 26H amended
A consequential amendment.  Authorisations relating to the right of entry to land
are transferred from the Commission to the CEO.  Officers of the new
Department will be authorised and the CEO may authorise others.

c.72 Section 26J amended
A consequential amendment.  Entitlement to institute proceedings for the purpose
of managing water resources properly is shifted to the CEO from the
Commission. Officers of the Commission will work for the new Department
instead of the Commission.  It is not necessary to prove that the Crown or any
other person has sustained damages as a result of illegal taking or diversion or
pollution of waters.  The CEO shall be entitled to judgement in the Crown’s
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favour if it is proven that water has been illegally diverted or taking or polluted,
or that the bed has been unlawfully interfered with.

c.73 Section 26N amended
A change in law to acknowledge the requirement to refer any legislative scheme
for local by-laws to the Water Resources Council as well as the Minister for their
consideration.

c.74 Section 27 amended
A consequential amendment (removing sub-section 27(1)(a)), to reflect that the
establishment of Advisory Committees is now provided in the Water Resources
Management (Administration) Bill 2003.  

c.75 Section 27C amended
A consequential amendment.  Reference to the Commission is removed as it will
no longer need protection from legal action.

c.76 Section 35 Amended
A consequential amendment.  Reference to the Commission is removed.

c.77 Section 38 amended
A consequential amendment.  Compensation provisions should relate to the
Crown (instead of the Commission). 

c.78 Section 39 replaced 
A consequential amendment and clarification of the law.  This amendment will
replace “Commission” with “CEO” and use the term ‘allocate’ in place of
‘appropriate’.  The word ‘allocate’ provides a more accurate description of the
functions of this section, which allows for the assigning of water for irrigation,
rather than the CEO taking control of the water.

c.79 Section 69 amended
A consequential amendment.  As the civil remedy is the Crown's, rather than the
Minister's or the CEO's, the Crown is referred to.

c.80 Section 70 amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational functions are transferred to the CEO.
Any person obstructing the CEO, any officer of the Department or an authorised
person from carrying out functions under this Act will be committing an offence.
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c.81 Section 71 amended
A consequential amendment.  Works vested in the Commission will now be
vested in the Crown. 

c.82 Section 73 amended
A consequential amendment.  Officers of the Department will take over the
enforcement powers of the Commission.

c.83 Section 75 replaced
A consequential amendment.  Powers for officers to represent the Department in
legal proceedings are not required to be set out in statute.

c.84 Section 79A amended
A consequential amendment.  Use of the term ‘Chief Executive Officer’ clarifies
the difference between the Department’s CEO and the Corporation’s CEO.

c.85 Schedule 1 clause 6 amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational matters will be transferred to the CEO.
Where the CEO (instead of the Commission) proposes to refuse an application for
a water licence or grant an approval with restrictions the applicant has a right to
make a written submission. Submissions on an application are to be heard by a
person designated by the CEO (in place of the Commission) before a final
decision is made.

c.86 Schedule 1 clause 12 amended
A consequential amendment.  Refers to annual reports of the Department instead
of the Commission.

c.87 Schedule 1 clause 15 amended
A consequential amendment.  Licensing is an operational matter and will be
transferred to the CEO.  The CEO (instead of Commission) may include any
additional terms, conditions and restrictions on water licences. 

c.88 Schedule 1 clause  22 amended
A consequential amendment.  Licensing will be transferred to the CEO.  Renewal
of licences will be dealt with by the CEO (instead of the Commission).  See
clause 96 of the Bill for other changes to this clause.

c.89 Schedule 1 clause 26 amended
A change in law.  The CEO (instead of the Commission) will deal with licensees
according to the Act when amending, suspending or cancelling licences.
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c.90 Schedule 1 amended
This amendment introduces a new power, one that will benefit the estate of a
licence holder in the event of the death of the licence holder.  Legal advice
indicates that a licence to take water must terminate when the person holding the
water licence dies.  The loss of this important asset will be a severe and unfair
financial loss to the estate.  The termination of the licence also means that the
continuing use of the water to maintain crops or a business will be illegal.  This
clause will enable licences to continue after death and allow the Executor of an
estate to arrange for its transfer.

c.91 Schedule 1 clause 35 amended.
A consequential amendment.  The CEO (instead of the Commission) will deal
with applications for the transfer of a licence.  

c.92 Heading to Schedule 1 Division 8 amended
A consequential amendment.  This clause enables the Minister (instead of the
Commission) to hold water licences under defined conditions.  It would be a
conflict of interest for the CEO to hold licenses and be the issuer of the licence.
Licenses will be held for resource management purposes as well as commercial
purposes (such as irrigation of a property acquired at Carnarvon for flood
protection purposes).

c.93 Schedule 1 clause 38 amended.
A consequential amendment.  This clause enables the Minister (instead of the
Commission) the authority to receive a transfer of a licence.

c.94 Heading to Schedule 1 Division 10 amended
A consequential amendment.  Reference to the Commission is replaced with the
CEO and Minister. The division will allow both the CEO to issue licences and
Minister to transfer water licences at a premium, that is by sale, a power
previously held by the Commission.

c.95 Schedule 1 clause 41 amended.
A consequential amendment.  Refer to clause 94 above.

c.96 Various References to the Commission changed to CEO
Consequential amendments.  Operational matters will be transferred to the CEO.
These matters include administration of licences to take water, including their
issue, amendment, transfer, renewal and cancellation, and advising the Minister in
regard to water allocation policy and planning. 
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Part 6 – Amendment of the Swan River Trust Act 1988

c.97 The Act amended
Makes clear that the amendments in this Act will be made to the Swan River Trust
Act 1988.

c.98 Section 3 amended
A consequential amendment. 

c.99 Section 12 amended
A consequential amendment.  This change is regarding membership on the Trust,
to reflect the repeal of the Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995.  The
Commission member will be replaced by a Ministerially appointed member. 

The Trust membership is being amended taking into account the Economic
Regulation Authority Bill 2002.  The Bill will now allow for 4 Ministerially
appointed members in place of 3 (who are not members of a local government
authority).

c.100 Section 18 amended
A consequential change to allow the Minister to designate a deputy chairman in
lieu of the Commission member.  The deputy chairman is to be one of the four
Ministerially appointed members referred to in 12(1)(g) of the Act.

c.101 Section 19 amended
A consequential amendment to repeal a reference to the Water and Rivers
Commission representative on the Trust, and refer to instead to the deputy
chairman. 

c.102 Section 31 amended
A consequential amendment.  This change will allow the Minister instead of the
Commission to provide staff to the Trust to allow them to carry out their
functions.  This allows the Minister to determine staff required to service the
Trust more generally and does not limit it to a particular Department.

c.103 Section 61 amended
This change corrects a spelling error

c.104 Section 64 amended
This amendment is to ensure inspectors of the Trust from the Water and Rivers
Commission to officers provided by the Minister. 
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Part 7 – Amendment of the Water Agencies (Powers) Act 1984

c.105 The Act amended
Makes clear that the amendments in this Act will be made to the Water Agencies
(Powers) Act 1984

c.106 Long Title amended
A consequential amendment.  General reference is made to water agencies rather
than its specific titles as it is not appropriate to name Departments due to the fact
that their names can be readily changed.

c.107 Section 3 amended
A consequential amendment.  Acknowledges past and future bodies and agencies
involved in water resources administration.

Department (Water Resources) has been used to distinguish the Department that
will be administering the Water Resources (Administration) Act (when it is
proclaimed) and other Departments referred to in this Act.  

The powers available to the Commission under this Act will be transferred to the
Minister, the CEO and the staff of the Department of Environment. 

Clarification of the definition of works is provided, to provide examples of water
resources management works as well as water supply works.

(4) Provides the powers given to the CEO to enter land also apply to people he
authorises to enter land.  This is a practical requirement as the CEO will not be
the person carrying out the activity.

c.108 Section 9 inserted
Sub-clause (1) negates any inference that functions given to the Minister or CEO
in this Act may be read as applying to the Water Corporation.

Sub-clause (2) ensures that the powers given to the Minister and CEO by this Act
are not seen as a codification of all of the Minister’s or CEO’s powers.  This is to
ensure that the ordinary administrative powers normally exercised by the Minister
and CEO remain intact. 

c.109 Section 34 amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister has the power to make by-laws in
relation to water resource management.   The Minister and the CEO (in place of
the Commission) use these by-laws to perform their duties in managing water
resources.  

c.110 Section 36 amended
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A consequential amendment.  The amendment simply removes reference to the
Commission and replaces it with, where appropriate, ‘Minister’ and ‘CEO’.   (1)
relates to regulations and by-laws generally, and (2) and (3) change various
references to Commission to the Minister and CEO or Crown and provide for
substitutions to be made if the requirements of the Minister or CEO cannot be met
for reasons the Minister or CEO consider valid.

c.111 Section 38 amended
A consequential amendment.  Minister (instead of Commission) has the right to
advise the Governor to revoke or amend local laws and town planning scheme
provisions, should the local law or scheme provision be determined to be
inconsistent with the provisions of this Act.

c.112 Section 62 amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational functions transferred to the CEO. The
CEO (instead of the Commission) and Corporation are required to remedy any
damage to land or premises as a result of using the powers of entry onto land, or
carrying out of works. 

c.113 Section 63 amended
A consequential amendment. (1) Limits the liability of the Crown (rather than
Commission) to damages described in s. 62, or any negligence of the Minister or
CEO, or people authorised by them (see new s.3(4)). 

(2) Action against the Crown will cease if a person injured does not have a
medical examination within a specified time at a place determined by the CEO
(instead of Commission).  

In the case of an injury to a person as a result of actions related to this Act and
related Acts the CEO (instead of Commission) will specify the medical
practitioner who will examine the injured person. 

c.114 Section 70 amended 
Consequential amendments.  This section is also amended by c.128 and c.129.
Regarding powers of entry, the CEO or authorised officers of the Department are
given the power to enter land (instead of Commission).  The Corporation is a
separate legal entity and does things by (through) its officers, agents etc.  The
powers and obligations of the CEO are also given by proposed sub-section 3(4)
(see clause 107) to people authorised by him.

Reference to the Minister is included, as the Minister may take an interest in land
as a result of entry.  
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c.115 Section 71 amended 
A consequential amendment.  The powers to inspect land, premises or other
things for the purpose of this Act are transferred to the CEO (instead of
Commission).  Any works under this Act are now the responsibility of the Crown,
not the Commission.  Agreements with owners or occupiers with land for routine
inspections may be entered into by the Minister or CEO (instead of the
Commission).

c.116 Section 72 amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational functions will be transferred to the
CEO.  The CEO (instead of the Commission) will deal with notification of entry
issues. 

c.117 Section 73 amended
A consequential amendment.  Operational functions will be transferred to the
CEO. The CEO and authorised people (instead of the Commission) will deal with
entry to land in emergencies.
 

c.118 Section 77 amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister has the power to deal in land, so there
is no need to refer to the Minister in s.77(1).  However, the Minister is referred to
in (2) and (3) as these subsections place safeguards on the exercise of certain
powers (see c.128).

c.119 Section 78 amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister (in place of the Commission) has the
power to dispose of land when it is no longer required or relevant to achieving
outcomes under this Act.  Other consequential amendments recognising the
former Commission are also made.

c.120 Section 79 amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister (instead of Commission) can submit
plans for subdivision to the Western Australian Planning Commission Minister.

c.121 Section 81 amended
Consequential amendments to ensure the Minister has responsibility for water
resources works.  The liabilities and protection of the Commission for
undertaking works on private land are transferred to the Crown.  No changes to
the Government’s or landowners rights are made.

The Minister (instead of Commission) has overarching responsibility of works
completed by the Department (instead of Commission).  Works related to water
resources are to be undertaken by the Crown and works previously carried out
under this Act by the Commission are to be transferred to the Crown.  The
Minister is responsible for any dealings in land.
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c.122 Section 83 amended
A consequential amendment.  Powers relating to works are considered to be
operational functions hence they are transferred to the CEO from the
Commission.  

c.123 Section 84 amended
A consequential amendment.  The CEO will administer works (instead of the
Commission), which will be the property of the Crown.  Works previously
undertaken by the Commission will be taken as being done by the CEO.

c.124 Section 86 amended
A consequential amendment.  Changes to reflect the fact that works completed
under this Act for water resources management purposes will be the property of
the Crown and not the Commission. 

c.125 Section 88 amended
A consequential amendment.  Advertisements and notices of works is an
administrative function that will be transferred to the CEO. 

c.126 Section 91 amended
A consequential amendment.  An operational function that will be transferred to
the CEO. The CEO (instead of Commission) is responsible for altering or
extending major works.

c.127 Section 93 amended
A consequential amendment.  Administrative function transferred to the CEO.
Clarifies that plans are to be lodged at the Departmental office (instead of
Commission).

c.128 Various references to Commission changed to Minister
Consequential amendments.  The Minister will assume responsibility for policy
and planning issues.  The Minister will also guide the CEO in his or her
administration of the Acts.

c.129 Various references to the Commission changed to CEO.  
Consequential amendments.  Under the Minister’s general direction, the CEO of
the Department of Environment will have the prime decision making role
concerning operational matters under these water resources management Acts
instead of the Commission.
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Part 8 – Repeal of the Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995

c.130 The Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995 is repealed and the Commission and
its Board of management will cease to exist.

Part 9 – Amendment of the Waterways Conservation Act 1976 

c.131 The Act amended
A formal clause clearly stating these amendments are to the Waterways
Conservation Act 1976 

c.132 Long title amended
A consequential amendment.  Clarifying the revised scope of the Act as a result of
the disbanding of the Waterway Management Authorities and the Rivers and
Estuaries Council in line with Machinery of Government recommendations.

c.133 Section 3 amended
A consequential amendment.  The definitions of “Commission”, “Committee”,
“Council” and “Management Authority” are no longer necessary and are replaced
with definitions of the “CEO” and the “Department” in line with the revised
provisions of this Act.  

c.134 Section 5 amended
A consequential amendment.  Where provisions of this Act may be in conflict
with powers conferred on a Local Government by any Act, the Minister (in place
of the Commission) can decide when the provisions of this Act prevail, or where
the Act is not to apply.  This Act is to prevail if the matter impacts only on the
waterway and other Acts are to prevail is the impact relates only to the land.  The
Minister and local government are to consult when water and land are both
impacted.   Section 15, regarding resolution of disputes when land and water is
involved, is to be deleted and any dispute over which Act prevails will be a matter
for the law to resolve.

c.135 Section 8 amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister (in place of the Commission) has the
power to determine (by a notice in writing) where any requirement of this Act
does not apply.

c.136 Section 9 amended
A consequential amendment.  This section is amended to remove references to the
Commission and Management Authorities.
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The sub-section 9(2) outlining the areas to which powers of Management
Authorities applies is deleted, as the Management Authorities have been
disbanded and the Act will be broadly administered by the CEO and Minister.  

Areas to which this Act applies will include;
1) Management Areas (under section 10)
2) Private land in respect of which there is an agreement under s.31 and
3) Reserves, the care and control of which has been placed under the Minister

under (section 32).

c.137 Section 10 amended
This amendment changes the law.  The Waterways Conservation Act was
proclaimed in 1976. Since 1976, Environmental Legislation in Western Australia
has evolved significantly with the creation of the Environmental Protection Act
1986.  Currently all individuals and organisations including Government are
obliged to conform to this Act.  Consequently, all reference to the Environmental
Protection Authority being involved in administration have been removed.

Previously the EPA had the power to recommend which areas were to be declared
‘management areas for the purposes of this Act’. These management areas were
to be proclaimed and Management Authorities constituted for each area.  With the
dissolution of Management Authorities, reference to Management Authorities is
removed and the declared areas will be administered by the CEO and the
Department (see new sections s.11 – s.14).  

The Minister will now have the power to make the recommendations to the
Governor to declare management areas for the purposes of this Act. 

c.138 Sections 11 to 30 replaced by sections 11 to 15
These sections make changes to law.  The old sections detailed the constitution,
functions and powers of the Rivers and Estuaries Council and the Management
Authorities, and are no longer relevant.  Management Authorities have been
dissolved in line with a recommendation of the Machinery of Government
Review.  All references to Management Authorities under this and other sections
of this Act are deleted.

Waterways Management Authorities

In accordance with the Machinery of Government review, Waterways
Management Authorities have been disbanded.  Their advisory, licensing and
administrative functions have been transferred to the CEO of the Department.
Community input will continue to play an important role in decision making.
Advice will be sought through the existing Natural Resource Management
regional groups or catchment committees that have Waterways Management
Areas within their jurisdictions.  In many cases, ex-members of Management
Authorities are actively involved.  The role of the groups will be broader than the
narrow focus of the Management Authorities.
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The sections are replaced with new Sections 11 to 15, which outline the functions
of the Minister and CEO of the Department administering this Act.  The
following gives a summary of the functions and performance of the Minister and
CEO under this Act.

New s.11 – General functions of the Minister
This clause outlines the general functions of the Minister under this Act.  The
Minister will have the overall responsibility for the conservation of waters and
associated land to which this Act applies.  The Minister will also have the
responsibility for the control and prevention of pollution to waters or land defined
by this Act.  To carry out this function, the Minister may use the powers of the
Environmental Protection Act 1986 or licensing provisions in this or another
water resources Act.  

New s.12 – Performance and Function of the CEO
A clause to define the functions and performance of the CEO under this Act.  
(1) States the requirement for the CEO to perform its function in consultation

with relevant bodies and any person affected by the operation of this Act.
(2) With regard to management areas, this sub-section requires the CEO to ensure

its functions are carried out in a manner consistent with a management
program or working plan for that area, and have regard to broader interests
including recreational and natural amenity, public or private rights (for
existing uses).

(3) This defines the term ‘relevant bodies’ referred to in this section – to include
local governments, public authorities or other bodies representing persons
interested in the use of land or water in the management area.

New s.13 – Functions of the CEO
This new section outlines in broad terms the functions of the CEO under this Act.
The CEO will be responsible for the general administration of the Act, such as
licensing and permitting, carrying out works, providing advice on planning
matters, publishing reports and other day to day activities as outlined in this
section.  Both the Minister and CEO have the power to delegate to officers of the
Department or any other person having a function under this or another water
resources Act (see proposed sections 8 and 23 of  the Water Resources
Management (Administration) Bill 2003).  This is to enable the efficient
implementation of the functions under this Act through the Department and its
officers.

New s.14 Covenants
This section replaces the repealed subsection 25(2)(l) and gives the Minister
(rather than the Commission) the power to negotiate covenants on private land as
if the Minister were a neighbour.  The covenant may only be taken for the
purpose of conservation of the land and water to which the Act applies.

c.139 Section 31 amended
Minor consequential amendment, the Minister rather than the Commission or a
Management Authority will have the power to enter into agreements with
landowners for any purpose specified under this Act.
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c.140 Section 32 amended
A consequential amendment. The Minister instead of the Commission may be
given the  power to take care, control and manage land reserved under the Land
Administration Act 1997, by the Land Administration Minister.  The Land
Administration Minister may by a management order provide that any powers
conferred on the Minister or CEO can be exercised by a local government or
another body.  This provides some flexibility for management and control of
vested land within management areas.

 

c.141 Section 33 amended
A consequential change to allow the CEO to consult with local government on
initiatives under this Act that may be of interest to the local government.
Previously the Management Authority could be directed by the Minister to refer
matters to the local authority.  The Minister has the power to direct the CEO
under section 22 of the proposed Water Resources Management (Administration)
Act 2003.

c.142 Section 34 repealed 
A consequential amendment.  This section is not required as provision is made
under the general functions of the CEO to enter into agreements with any body or
person to administer this Act (see new s.12(1)(b) in clause 138).

c.143 Section 35 amended
A consequential amendment.  The Minister has the power under this section to
prepare management programs for operations to be undertaken within a
management area.  This is to be done in consultation with local government and
any other relevant public authority.  

Specific reference is made to regulations that may be made to ensure that any
development, physical disturbance or interference does not occur without consent
of the CEO, for areas subject to a management program.  The CEO also has the
power (with approval from the Minister) to arrange for or carry out any works
specified by a management program.

c.144 Section 36 amended 
A consequential amendment.  This section remains largely un-changed, only
replacing reference to the Commission being involved in ‘town planning
referrals’ with the CEO.  This enables the CEO to administer the day to day
functions of dealing with planning referrals, and incorporate considerations of this
Act, including management programs that may exist for a particular area.

c.145 Section 37 amended
A consequential change, dealing with Ministerial referrals.  Where it comes to the
notice of any Minister that a proposal or act may pose detrimental effect on an
area subject to this Act, that Minister is required to advise the CEO and assist the
CEO resolve the issue.  The obligation on the Commission to report to the
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Minister has been removed in recognition that departments, unlike statutory
authorities, have obligations to Ministers that do not need to be specified in
statute.

c.146 Section 38 amended
A consequential amendment to ensure public referrals are dealt with by the CEO
(in place of the Commission).

c.147 Section 39 and 42 repealed
A consequential amendment.  Sections 39 and 42 relate to servicing and funding
of Management Authorities.  These provisions are no longer necessary.

c.148 Section 46 amended
A consequential amendment.  Licensing functions are administrative and will
become the responsibility of the CEO in place of the Commission.  This applies to
any permit, approval or consent, and gives the CEO the licensing powers formerly
vested in the Commission..  These functions can be delegated by the CEO, and
s.46(2) is deleted as a delegate is subject to the same provisions as the person
delegating.

c.149 Section 48 amended
A consequential amendment, and a change to law to give the CEO (in place of the
Commission) specific powers regarding control of pollution, and the use of waters
to which this Act applies.  While the general prohibition and regulations for
permitting or licensing certain activities are retained in this section, the creation of
an offence of pollution is removed as the matter is adequately addressed in the
Environmental Protection Act 1986.

c.150 Section 49 amended 
A consequential amendment.  The Minister (rather than the Commission or
Management Authority) has the function of applying for Supreme Court
injunctions against a person contravening this Act.  This function is being given
to the Minister as a representative of the Crown.
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c.151 Section 50 amended
A consequential amendment.  This section allows the CEO to issue orders to
require people to remove polluting matter, and allows regulations relating to
pollution to be made.  It remains unchanged, apart from replacing references to
the Commission or Management Authorities with CEO, and clarifies references to
the areas to which this Act applies.

c.152 Section 51 amended 
A consequential amendment.  The CEO (instead of Commission) will be
responsible for the removal of structures that have not been removed in spite of an
order to do so.  This is a operational function and will be carried out by the
Department.

c.153 Section 52 amended
A consequential amendment.  Gives the CEO (instead of Commission) power to
issue works orders for remedial works. This section is un-changed in its intent.

c.154 Section 53 amended
A consequential amendment.  Ensuring the recovery of expenses that may be
incurred through s.50, 51 or 52 will be the responsibility of the CEO (rather than
Commission), as this is an administrative function.

c.155 Section 54 replaced
A consequential amendment, with re-drafting to improve the wording of the
section.  Its provision for the Commission to prepare model by-laws for the
Management Authorities is deleted as it is no longer necessary.  The by-law
making function is transferred to the Minister.  The CEO is required to seek
public comment on proposed by-laws and report on those submissions to the
Minister. 

c.156 Section 56 amended
This section is rationalised, by deleting sub-sections that are redundant, although
the original intent is un-changed.  Local laws may be made by local governments
under this Act, and those local laws have effect so far as they are consistent with
the by-laws.  Local laws that are prepared must be made as if being prepared by
the local government in accordance with the Local Government Act 1995.
Existing (2) and (3) are repealed as there will be no model by-laws. 

c.157 Section 57 amended
A consequential amendment to ensure that regulations prevail over by-laws and
local laws made under this Act.
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c.158 Section 58 repealed
A consequential amendment, deleting the section dealing with revocation of by-
laws made by local authorities under this Act.  There are now sufficient checks
and controls over a local government making local laws, so this section is not
needed.

c.159 Section 59 amended 
A consequential amendment.  This section outlines the responsibility of the CEO
with regard to public consultation on proposals for regulations, a management
program or a working plan.  Provisions relating to Management Authorities are
deleted.

c.160 Section 61 amended 
A consequential amendment which transfers the power of the Commission to the
CEO.  This clause also deletes provisions relating to Management Authorities.

c.161 Section 62 amended
A consequential amendment to outline powers of the CEO (rather than the
Commission) to appoint ‘honorary wardens’ and delete reference to Management
Authorities.  

c.162 Section 63 amended
A consequential amendment.  This section, dealing with powers of inspectors is
largely un-changed, and merely amends references to reflect the change to a
Department by replacing the references to ‘member of the Commission and
member of the Management Authority’ with ‘officer of the Department’.

c.163 Section 64 amended
A consequential amendment to change reference to the Commission and
Management Authority to the CEO.

c.164 Section 67 repealed
This change will mean that fines under this Act will be paid to the State
consolidated fund, rather than the agency (see also c.178(2) for complementary
changes to the Sentencing Act 1995).

c.165 Section 69 amended
A consequential amendment to refer to the CEO rather than the Commission or
Management Authority in legal proceedings.  

c.166 Section 71 amended
A consequential to refer to the CEO as being able to authorise people making a
complaint for an offence against the Act.
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c.167 Section 75 amended
A consequential amendment.  Relates to ‘evidentiary provisions’, and requires
that in prosecution proof is not required of some administrative matters uless
evidence is given to the contrary.  The language is simplified and all references to
the “Commission and Management Authority” are replaced where appropriate.

Sub-section (8) is repealed as it relates to evidence or minutes being kept as proof
of meetings for all Management Authority meetings.  With the dissolution of
Management Authorities, this is no longer relevant.

c.168 Section 76 amended
A consequential amendment.  The change removes reference to the Commission
advising the Governor on recommended regulations.

Consequential changes are also made to sub-section (2) which guides the making
of regulations.

c.169 Schedule repealed
A consequential amendment.  The Schedule is repealed as it relates to the
procedural matters common to a meeting of the River and Estuaries Council, a
Management Authority or their committees, and these groups are disbanded.

c.170 Various references to Commission changed to CEO
Outlines in table form, consequential amendments to replace to the “Commission”
with the “CEO”.

Part 10 - Consequential amendments to other Acts

c.171 Conservation and Land Management Act 1984 amended
Updates the CALM Act in various sections by adding definitions for the “Water
Resources” CEO and “Water Resources” Minister, being the CEO and the
Minister administering the Water Resources Management (Administration) Act
and replacing references to Water and Rivers Commission and Minister where
appropriate.
 

c.172 Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 amended
Amendments to Schedule V to remove references to bodies that are to cease due
to this Bill, and listing the Water Resources Council established by the proposed
Water Resources Management (Administration) Act.  The effect of this is that if
members of bodies listed in this schedule are elected to the Parliament, they will
automatically lose their representation on the body referred to.

c.173 Energy Operators (Powers) Act 1979 amended
Consequential amendments to this Act
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c.174 Environmental Protection Act 1986 amended
Consequential amendments to ensure a person expert in water resources
management (in place of the Water and Rivers Commission) is consulted on
matters relating to issuing pollution licences that affect water resources.  

Consultation with a person nominated by the Minister rather than with the CEO
will avoid the need for the CEO to consult with himself whenever environmental
and water resources management are functions of the same CEO.  The change is
made to ensure consultation is effective. 

The definition of the “Water Resources” Minister is also inserted.

c.175 Financial Administration and Audit Act 1994 amended
This updates this Act by deleting the reference to Water and Rivers Commission
in Schedule 1.  There is no need to list the Department in this schedule.

c.176 Public Sector Management Act 1994 amended
Consequential amendments to update this Act

c.177 Public Works Act 1902 amended
Consequential amendments to update this Act

c.178 Sentencing Act 1995 amended
Consequential amendment to clause 53 and 164 to ensure that fines under water
resources Acts are paid into the State consolidated fund rather than to the
department.

c.179 Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 amended
Consequential amendments to delete reference to Water and Rivers Commission
in the definition of Public Authority.  The definition already refers to Ministers
administering Acts listed in the Schedule, which include water resources Acts and
no further change is needed.
 

c.180 Water Boards Act 1904 amended
Consequential amendment to replace references to the Commission with the
Minister administering the Water Boards Act.

c.181 Western Australia Planning Commission Act 1985 amended
Relates to the constitution of the WAPC.  The CEO of the Department referred to
in the Water Resources Management (Administration) Act will replace the CEO
of the Commission on the WAPC.
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This means the CEO of the Department will be appointed to the WAPC twice, as
s.5(1)(c) also nominates the CEO within the meaning of the Environmental
Protection Act 1986.  This is un-changed from the present position, and provides
for the situation that the two Act may be administered by separate departments.

Part 11 – Transitional Provisions

These transitional provisions are modelled on the Public Transport Authority Act
2003, sections 71 to 78, and the Water Agencies Restructure (Trans &
Conservation Provisions) Act 1995 sections 189 to 219. 

c.182 Terms used in this Part
Makes clear the definitions used in this part of the Act.  The terms and
interpretations are standard, and apply generally to this Part.  

c.183 Interpretation Act 1984 not limited
A clause inserted to ensure that this Division does not limit the operation of the
Interpretation Act 1984. 

Division 2 – Transfer of assets, liabilities, accounts, proceedings etc.

c.184 Minister to make transfer orders
This clause requires the Minister to make transfer orders specifying which assets,
liabilities etc. and proceedings are to be transferred to the Ministerial Body
established by s.5 of the Water Resources Management (Administration) Bill
2003.  The Minister has the power to do this as soon as the Act comes into
operation.  

Transfer orders will have effect (under section 185) at the transfer time, which
will be when the bulk of the amendments are proclaimed to commence.  At that
time, the Water and Rivers Commission will cease and the Minister or the CEO
will be given its functions.

c.185 Transfer of assets and liabilities
This clause gives effect to the transfer order(s).  It assigns rights and liabilities to
the Ministerial Body in accordance with the transfer order(s).  Any rights and
liabilities of the Commission not assigned to the Ministerial Body are transferred
to the State.  

It substitutes the Ministerial Body as a party to certain proceedings in accordance
with the transfer order(s), and substitutes the State as a party to any other
proceedings that the Commission is party to.

It amends agreements and instruments in accordance with the transfer, but only to
the extent of substituting references to the Commission with references to the
Ministerial Body or the State.
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It also makes transitional provisions consequential upon the change. 

c.186 The Water and Rivers Commission account 
A provision to enable the transfer of the balance of the funds in the Water and
Rivers Commission Account to an account of the Department.

c.187 Transfer of care, control and management of reserved land 
This clause transfers the care and control of any Crown reserves or other land that
before the transfer time was with the Commission to the Minister.  Any associated
conditions are to apply to the Minister instead of the Commission. 

c.188 Commission to complete necessary transactions
A clause that ensures any asset, right or liability that cannot be transferred at the
transfer time to the State or Ministerial Body will remain with the Commission
until it is transferred or vested in the State or Ministerial Body.  The Commission
is to continue for this purpose and a person is to be appointed by the Minister to
‘be’ the Commission.  The Commission is to complete all necessary transactions
to transfer the assets or liabilities.

c.189 Registration of documents
This provision requires the relevant officials to make the changes necessary to
statutory registers to reflect the transfers under this Division.  The definition of
‘relevant officials’ is provided in this section.

c.190 Exemption from State taxes 
This transitional clause will provide for exemption from any State tax (including
stamp duty) normally incurred on transfers.  Other charges, such as transfer fees
paid to the Registrar of Titles will apply.

c.191 Rectifying error in transfer order
This provision provides a means to correct the transfer order of s.185 and has
effect from the transfer time.  Sub-clause (3) protects people who may be
otherwise disadvantaged because of the retrospectivity of the correction. 

Division 3 – Staff etc

c.192 Transfer of staff
Sub-clause (1) transfers salary staff employed by the Commission under the
Public Sector Management Act, while sub-clause (2) will transfer wages staff. 

c.193 Transfer of arrangements about use of other staff
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This clause ensures the transfer of any other staff, such as those on secondment,
to the Department.  

c.194 Employees’ rights preserved
Ensures that all employment conditions (remuneration, annual leave, long service
leave, hours, etc) of all employees are maintained.

c.195 Transfer of contracts for services
This provision allows for contracts of people presently engaged on a contract-for-
service with the Commission to be transferred to the CEO.

Division 4 – Committees of the Commission

c.196 Transfer of members of committees of the Commission
Members, and committees appointed by the Commission are to be committees
established under s.24 of the Water Resources Management (Administration) Bill
2003. 

This clause relates to all committees that were in existence immediately before
the transfer time, and includes entities such as the Cockburn Sound Management
Council and advisory committees.

Division 5 – Former Management Authorities under the Waterways
Conservation Act 1976

c.197 By-laws under the Waterways Conservation Act 1976
Any by-laws made under the Waterways Conservation Act 1976  will be
preserved.

c.198 Proceedings in relation to a former Management Authority
Any proceedings that a former Management Authority may have commenced or
been involved in will be transferred to the State at the transfer time.  

Division 6 – Continuing effect of things done

c.199 Continuing effect of licences, directions, determinations, notices etc.
Ensures that any existing licences, permits etc are continued.

c.200 Completion of things commenced
A general provision to ensure that anything commenced by a former body will be
completed by the relevant successor, the Crown, the Minister, or the CEO, etc.
New applications or proceedings need not be initiated
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c.201 Continuing effect of things done generally
A standard provision to ensure that all things done (or omitted) before the transfer
time, continue.

c.202 Agreements and instruments generally
This provision provides that agreements and instruments (including subsidiary
legislation) are to be construed according to the new legislation.

Division 7 – General transitional provisions

c.203 Confidentiality obligations to continue
This provision ensures that confidentiality obligations set out in the repealed
Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995 remain in force.

c.204 Financial Reporting
This standard provision relates to financial reporting (annual reports, and a final
report), and ensures they are completed in accordance with the Financial
Administration and Audit Act 1985.  

c.205 Further transitional provisions may be made
A general standard clause inserted to allow for any matter or thing necessary to be
given effect to the transfer of the former body (Commission) to the Department to
be done so through regulations.  The provision protects people who may
otherwise be adversely affected by the retrospectivity of the regulations.

c.206 Saving
A standard provision to ensure that the operation of this Part of the Act does not
disrupt legal obligations.
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